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ABSTRACT
As 3U and 6U CubeSat missions begin to play a fundamental role in space science, advanced applications and even
commercial utilization, there is a strong corresponding demand for higher data rates from even smaller fractions of
the volume of a CubSsat envelope. Based on a concept outlined at this conference in 2012, a Ka-Band transmitter
for Earth Exploration applications has now been developed and tested and this RF technology is now in-orbit; flying
as a major demonstration in a 6U spacecraft. Since this technology is capable of providing tens of GBytes per day of
downlinked data from a single 3U, 6U or 12U CubeSat system, the future is even brighter. We will review in this
presentation what has been accomplished to date, the challenges associated with using Ka-Band and where this
technology is headed in the immediate future. This paper also demonstrates the effectiveness of Ka-Band for satellite
interlinks (space-to-space relay) and the ultimate advantage of Millimeter Wave ( mmW) technology to deep space
communications using very small systems. A less obvious advantage of Ka-Band: improved spectrum management
via spot beam frequency reuse is also of prime importance to the community. This aspect of mmW technology will
also be examined and a plan for future spectrum utilization will be outlined.

THE PAST AND AN UPDATE FROM 2012

except the reality of the throughput limitation has gone
from being a partially kept secret to a commonly
understood reality within the community. If we allow
that the term “CubeSat” implies systems as large as
16U (as vendors of P-PODs are now manufacturing
components up to this size) the limitation of diffraction
for CubeSat optics is not an issue for commercial
quality imagery (2m GSD and above). Advances in
focal plane arrays more likely set the current optical
limitation and for LEO systems, simple math quickly
shows that if wide area, high resolution coverage is a
system goal, the limitation, by a large margin, is data
throughput.

At the SmallSat Conference in 2012 one of the authors
(King) presented a systems paper forecasting the
importance of mmW communications to the small
satellite community, with a particular emphasis given to
very small spacecraft (NanoSats and/or CubeSats). [1]
While large remote sensing satellites are not
disappearing quite as fast as anticipated by that paper,
the cost vs. performance difference between big and
small is becoming painfully evident as small system
performance continues to improve apace, while large
remote sensing satellites are becoming even more
expensive than they were in 2012. It still remains just a
matter of time before big systems must give way to
lower cost more effective solutions. In that paper we
also called attention to the realization that even
NanoSat sized systems (3U and up) are beginning to
play an ever-increasing role in the science and
commercial worlds. And, they will be successful,
provided that attention is paid to the limiting factor
associated with these missions – data throughput. In
that regard, nothing has really changed in three years
King et al.

In the previous paper we clearly identified 1) data rate
and 2) mutually exclusive ground station access as the
two critical components defining throughput in the
LEO world. And, while the number of ground stations
supporting a network might vary by a factor of 10 as a
practical matter, the data rate supported by a small
satellite system can vary by as much as a factor of
between 1000 and 10,000 times. It is worth re-
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emphasizing here that the data rate supported for any
link using high gain antennas (both with fixed
apertures) on each end of the link increases by the
square of the data link operating frequency (give or take
some loss factors). So that we may move on to other
important matters associated with this topic,
quantification of this matter has been developed in the
same cited paper [1]. The changes that have occurred
in this story since 2012 are as predictable as technology
itself (Moore’s law perhaps being the best example).
The first matter to be recognized in solving any
engineering problem is the identification of the source
of the most limiting technology. In the time interval
between 2012 and 2015 this has clearly taken place.
Now our community is “on to” this reality and
everyone is aware of the problem. And, now the
solutions will come quite quickly. Our team at Aquila
Space, not claiming uniqueness, only existence, has
been hard at work on the throughput issue. Aquila
Space, Inc. is focusing on medium resolution (22m
GSD) and medium-high resolution (2.5m GSD) remote
sensing systems for commercial applications. Based on
the concepts coming from the 2012 paper we have
developed a Ka-Band transmitter, which currently
supports the first of these two mission requirement sets.
Our system, not unlike the SSTL MRI [2] (medium
resolution imager) requires approximately 40 Mbps in
order to support a commercial grade, wide swath,
multispectral imaging system. The imaging system,
operating at 600 km altitude is capable of imaging
continuously along a 7000 km track with a swath width
of 220 km, although the along-track distance is
somewhat arbitrary and is determined by power
constraints, memory capacity and one of our primary
constraints give above: the number and location of the
ground stations supporting the mission.

from this example, just how quickly the demand for
data rate increases even for systems that support only
medium resolution imagery. A single strip of the Earth
only 220 km wide X 7000 km long takes about 8
minutes to download even at 40 Mbps. The Aquila
decision, made early on in our trade studies, was to cap
the first generation system data rate at approximately 40
Mbps since power limitations and logistical issues limit
our true ability to image even a 7000 km strip on every
orbit. By the way, the longest image distance across
any land area on the Earth, from a polar LEO orbit is
just about 7000 km, in any case.
A summary of the imager and its data generation
characteristics are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Medium Resolution Camera
Data Characteristics

First Generation Ka-Band Characteristics
We have developed our own 6U platform, which
supports a three camera (green, red, NIR) 22 m GSD
imaging system.
The three cameras are co-aligned
(have parallel boresights) hence, each one images the
same scene. The cameras comprise a framing camera
system. The important factor here is that each camera
produces in excess of 70 Mpixels, hence, the three
cameras within the imager produce 210 Mpixels. Each
pixel is represented by 12 bits, so each scene observed
by the system represents a data load to be transferred to
memory of 315 MBytes. The data is then compressed,
in a lossless manner, by a factor of nearly 2 times. To
image a swath of 7000 km (with a 2% overlap of each
frame) requires the storage of 46 compressed images or
2.45 GBytes of data. To download this amount of data
at 40 Mbps on every orbit requires one ground station if
it is located in the polar region. It’s very clear to see
King et al.
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Characteristic:

Value:

Cross Track Pixel Count:

10,000

Along Track Pixel Count:

7,096

Frame Size (Pixels):

70,960,000

Frame Size (@ Surface):

220 km X 156 km

Bits/Pixel:

12

Bits/Frame:

851 Mbits

Compressed Bits/Frame:

426 Mbits

Compressed Bytes/Frame:

53.22 MBytes

Maximum Track Length:

≈ 7000 km

Frames/Max. Length
Track:

46

Bits/Max. Track Length:

19.6 Gbits

Download Time/Track:

490 sec = 8.17 min

(@ 40 Mbps)

(less than one pass)
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We next needed to see what was required to close a 40
Mbps link from a 6U Cubesat. All who have done
spacecraft design in such small volumes don’t have to
imagine the issues associated with sharing space in a 6U
box with 3 cameras, 3 reaction wheels, a star tracker with
baffle, a GPS receiver, a flight computer, a power
subsystem, a UHF transceiver and lots of other items
essential to mission success. The sharing exercise was
not what could be thought of as a linear process,
however, in the end, sanity prevailed and the Ka-Band
transmitters in the first two Perseus spacecraft were
granted approximately a 1U volume allocation. [3] Given
this volume then, the exercise became the selection of a
data rate that could be supported, given this constraint and
others such as power and available component
performance characteristics. In the end, after trade studies
were completed, we decided to adopted a very limited set
of DVB-S2 MODCOD steps using a Nyquist bandwidth
of 25 MHz and a roll-off rate of 0.2 for our first initiative.
DVB-S2 MODCOD Steps 1 and 12 were selected (QPSK;
Rate = ¼ and QPSK; Rate = 9/10. This choice yields two
data rate options given this bandwidth setting: 10.213
Mbps and 37.263 Mbps. This span of MODCOD allows
for reasonable differences in required C/No to support
rain and atmospheric fading effects. Selecting MODCOD
Step 12 also matches closely the desired data rate based
on the time to download one imaging swath 7000 km
long. While various means of hardware, software and
firmware were available to support the DVB-S2
MODCOD set, the time available dictated that we
develop a hardware/firmware QPSK modulator and an all
software version of the FEC encoder. While the QPSK
modulator had to be completed before launch, we had
already identified, it was possible to develop the encoder
software after launch and upload it when more time was
available. While arguably not the most desirable means
of spacecraft development, it has made it possible to
succeed in steps. The spectrum for the QPSK modulator
while operating at 25 MHz Nyquist filter bandwidth is
shown in Figure 1. The transmitter here is providing an
output of about 0.6 watts and the IM shoulders produced
by the Ka-Band SSPA can be seen to be approximately 22
dB below full output.
Figure 2 shows the final
mechanical configuration of the first generation CubeSat
Ka-Band transmitter. We note that our choice for
implementing the necessary spacecraft antenna gain to
close the link is to embed a small horn antenna into the
1U envelope of transmitter. In our arrangement the
transmitter horn antenna boresight is aligned with the +Z
axis of the spacecraft (Nadir axis). With a half-power
beamwidth of 10.2° the spacecraft must execute a rotation
manoeuver and maintain a track on the ground station as a
target, in order to properly downlink data during a flyover of the Ka-Band ground station. This imposes what
turns out to be an acceptable constraint on the space
system in our case: it is not possible to image and
King et al.

downlink data at the same time with this satellite design.
Our interest is to image areas of the Earth associated with
agricultural land while downlinking this information to
Earth stations in the polar regions.

Figure 1: Transmitter Spectrum at +27.7 dBm
Power Output

Figure 2:
Modulator

Ka-Band Transmitter and QPSK

Thus, this constraint does not impose a serious mission
limitation as the observation regions of the Earth are
mutually exclusive from either pole where data
downloading will occur. The two demonstration KaBand transmitters, operating under an experimental
FCC license in the 25.5 – 27.0 GHz band were
launched with the Perseus-M1 and Perseus-M2
satellites on 19 June 2014. With none of the ACS
software completed and none of the code implemented
to achieve DVB-S2 MODCOD steps 1 and 12, the
satellites have been nearly a year in orbit and still it has
not been possible to perform high speed tests of the Ka3
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Band downlink.
The Perseus-M spacecraft also
performs an AIS mission - which does not require
stringent ACS operations so, much of our
organization’s attention has been focused on that
opportunity as well. While this is, indeed, an unusual
way to commission a spacecraft, we have made steady
and significant progress toward checking out all
features of a very complex space system, one step at a
time. With regard to Ka-Band, it was clear from the
onset that unmodulated carrier (or CW) testing was
needed as the first step toward evaluating system
performance. At these frequencies, in addition to
environmental effects, the signal from a 26.8 GHz
transmitter experiences approximately 1 MHz of
Doppler shift during an overhead pass (assuming a 600
km SSO). For even moderate-sized ground station
antennas, the beamwidth of the Earth station is never
larger than 1 degree and for high quality stations this
value is much smaller. In fact, some had argued that
for small space systems, program tracking is not even
possible due to the uncertainty in the spacecraft orbital
elements and the inability to accurately point the
ground station parabolic antenna due to various
mechanical issues. We also remained concerned that
we had no real means yet to direct the high gain
satellite antenna toward the Earth station during a pass.

pattern [that which would occur if the ground station
received in left hand circular polarization (LHCP)],
things look somewhat different. Figure 4 shows the
measured pattern for the horn if it were to be received
in the cross-pol mode (spacecraft transmits RHCP,
Earth station receives in LHCP).

Figure 3: Ka-Band Horn Antenna Pattern in RHCP

Several months ago, our colleagues at KSAT in
Svalbard, Norway offered their services to Aquila
Space, in the form a proposed cooperative test program.
KSAT desired to check out a new Ka-Band system at
Svalbard – a 7.3 m dish, and was curious if such a
system could be used to at least evaluate the ability for
the Earth Station to open-loop track at such a high
frequency and with a large Doppler rate. It should be
noted here that the beamwidth of this particular ground
antenna is just about 0.10°, which is well under the
recommended beamwidth for open loop programmed
tracking.
At about the same time, it was realized that there might
be another way to receive the Ka-Band transmitter
without having the spacecraft track the Earth Station as
has been planned. The Ka-Band horn antenna used by
the Ka-Band transmitter has a -3dB beamwidth of
10.2°. The pattern of that antenna is shown as Figure
3. The pattern is valid for a receiver, which is receiving
in right hand circular polarization (RHCP). The main
beam is beautifully formed and there are almost no first
sidelobes present. The peak gain of the antenna is 23.2
dBiC. Also notice that the pattern by 90° away from
the boresight has rolled-off by about 40 dB. All this
means that if we attempted to receive the satellite when
it is directed away from the Earth, even with a very
high gain Earth station, it might not be possible to close
the link. However, if we look at the cross-polarized
King et al.

Figure 4: Ka-Band Horn Antenna Pattern in LHCP
The red plot and the blue plot are two different
elevation cuts at azimuth values different by 90°. It
may be observed, while the peak gain is much lower for
the cross-polarized pattern (only 7.1 dBiC) the roll-off
of the pattern away from the boresight direction occurs
much more slowly with angle. The pattern by 90° away
4
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from the boresight has only rolled off about 20 dB.
While pattern measurements were not made in the back
hemisphere one can assume that the signal levels are
higher in cross-pol in the back hemisphere. Once we
realized this added signal level could be an advantage,
given our circumstances, we investigated the possibility
that KSAT might simply receive the satellite in CW
mode, straight away, using only the tracking filter
associated with their Earth Station at Svalbard. Table 2
is the link budget for the scenario where the satellite is
unstablized, the spacecraft is rotated fully 90° away
from the Earth Station, the elevation angle to the
satellite from the Earth Station is 5°, the range to the
satellite is 2329 km and the statistical losses associated
with 99.5% rain fading at the ground station site are
considered. The assumption is made that the tracking
loop used to find the system carrier and lock to it is set
to 10 kHz. Under these circumstances, if the rain fade
is considered there is still a margin of 4 dB to lock the
loop. In fact, if the conditions are better (clear sky/no
clouds) the link margin is even better: 15.6 dB.

Table 2: Ka-Band CW Test Link Budget:
Ka#Band'Telemetry'Transmitter'(ACS'Unstabilized'CW'Performance)
Downlink'TLM'Transmitter'Budget:
'
'CW'Mode'Only
Parameter:
Spacecraft:
Spacecraft)Total)HPA)Power)Allocated)per)User)Channel:
In)dBW:
In)dBm:
Spacecraft)Transmitted)IM)or)Spectrum)Regrowth)Power:)
Spacecraft)Total)HPA)Power)Allocated)per)User)Channel:
Spacecraft)Transmission)Line)Losses:
S/C)Connector,)Filter)and)In>Line)Switch)Losses:
Spacecraft)Transmit)Antenna)Gain)(X>POLE)Peak)Gain):
Spacecraft)EIRP)per)User:
Spacecraft)Transmit)Antenna)Pointing)Loss:
Downlink7Path:
Antenna)Polarization)Loss)(at)90°)Off>Axis)from)S/C)Boresight):
Path)Loss:
Atm.)Gaseous)Attenuation)(1,)2)
Rain)Attenuation
Cloud)Attenuation
Scintillation)
Total)Meteorological)Losses)(With)or)Without)Rain)
Rain)and)Cloud)Losses)Included)in)Meteorological)Losses?
Isotropic)Signal)Level)at)Ground)Station:
Isotropic)Signal)Level)at)Ground)Station)with)Met.)Losses:
Ground7Station:
Ground)Station)Antenna)Pointing)Loss:
Ground)Station)Antenna)Gain:
Ground)Station)Radome)Losses:
Ground)Station)Transmission)Line,)Filter)and/or)Switch)Losses:
Ground)Station)LNA)Noise)Temperature:
Ground)Station)Transmission)Line)Temp.:
Ground)Station)Sky)Temperature:
Ground)Station)Sky)Temperature)faded:
G.S.)Transmission)Line)Coefficient:
Ground)Station)Effective)Noise)Temperature:
Ground)Station)Effective)Noise)Temperature)faded:
Ground)Station)Figure)of)Merrit)(G/T):
Ground)Station)Figure)of)Merrit)(G/T))faded:
G.S.)Signal>to>Noise)Power)Density)(clear)sky)
G.S.)Signal>to>Noise)Power)Density)faded
Tracking)Loop)Bandwidth:
Tracking)Loop)Bandwidth)(in)dBHz):
Downlink)C/(N))in)Tracking)Loop)Bandwidth)(Unfaded/Clear)Sky):

Downlink'Freq.:''26.7998'GHz
Value:
Units:
0.6
>2.2
27.8
0
0.6
>0.1
0
7.1
4.8
0.0
#20.0
>186.8
>5.39
>2.82
>2.82
>2.16
>9.67

Use?
>202.0 dBW
>211.7 dBW
Svalbard)Existing)7.3)m)Ant.
>1.5 dB
59.9 dBiC
>1.0 dB
>1.0 dB
120 K
290 K
25 K
233 K
0.631 )
243 K
374 K
34.0 dB/K
32.1 dBi/K
60.6 dBHz
49.0 dBHz
10.00 kHz
40.0 dBHz
20.6 dB

))

Link)Margin)to)Lock)Tracking)Loop)(Unfaded/Clear)Sky):
Link)Margin)to)Lock)Tracking)Loop)(Faded/99.5%)Link)Availability):

dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB

Yes

Downlink)C/N)inTracking)Loopl)Bandwidth)(Faded/99.5%)Link)Avail.:
Required)C/N)to)Lock)Traking)PLL:

watts
dBW
dBm
watts
watts
dB
dB
dBiC
dBW
dB

9.0 dB
)
5.0 dB

15.6 dB
4.0 dB

First Ka-Band Results
Clearly it was worthwhile to carry out some level of
testing to verify that all was working as expected with
the transmitters and KSAT was eager to determine if a
LEO spacecraft could be tracked, open loop (program
track) with a 7.3 m dish, which has a very narrow
beamwidth indeed. Passes were scheduled by KSAT
and Aquila Space arranged to turn the Ka-Band system
on over Svalbard. Multiple attempts to receive the CW
signal have now been successful, beginning with a 1
MHz tracking loop bandwidth, then with 100 kHz and
finally using a 10 kHz tracking filter. Some of the
results are shown in Figures 5 through 8. We note that
clearly the S/N (some would call it the C/N) of the
signal clearly improves using a narrower tracking filter
bandwidth and in order to compare results between
different filter settings used on different passes, we
show plots here of C/No, the carrier to noise power
density ratio for each successful pass. An easier way to
think about C/No: it is the signal-to-noise ratio of a
King et al.
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carrier occupying a 1 Hz bandwidth. By showing the
measurements in this manner, we normalize the
comparison and cause the performance of the
transmitter to be independent of the receiver tracking
loop filter settings. It can be seen from the link results
that the C/No under clear sky conditions at Svalbard
should be about 61 dBHz at the beginning and end of
each pass if the satellite antenna is off-pointed from
boresight by 90°. For a 610 km orbit, the difference in
signal level just due to path loss changes from low
elevation angle to zenith is 11.5 dB. Hence, we
expected to see C/No values in the range of 72-73
dBHz near zenith when clear sky conditions prevail.
Figure 5 shows the very first results of reception by
KSAT of our Perseus-M2 Ka-Band TX. There were
many uncertainties at this point in the process and
KSAT managed to keep the dish fairly well pointed at
the spacecraft from AOS until about TCA.
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Figure 7: 2015, Day 161 Ka-Band C/No Results for
Perseus-M1
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Figure 8: 2015, day 161 Ka-Band C/No Results for
Perseus-M1
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In order to remove the Doppler effect as an issue the
starting tracking loop bandwidth was set to 1 MHz.
Even with such a large bandwidth we note that the
maximum C/No was about 74 dBHz (which translates
to an S/N of just about 14 dB). Various equipment
setting issues occurred during the second half of the
first successful pass, preventing a re-acquisition of
signal. Armed with this success, KSAT and Aquila
decided to narrow the tracking loop and trust the AFC
correction for Doppler but, still continue open loop
tracking of the spacecraft. On 2015, day 153, KSAT
succeeded in tracking the M2 spacecraft for six
minutes, this time with a 100 kHz tracking filter setting.
We notice the improvement in S/N dynamic range and
we believe we are seeing the sidelobe structure of the
slowly rotating horn antenna as it was received by
Svalbard in LHCP. The reason why the signal faded
into the noise at 7:44:38 UTC has not yet been
analyzed, but, could be the consequence of the high
tracking rates at the time of TCA when the spacecraft
signal could not be kept within the very narrow
beamwidth of the dish. Or this loss of signal also could
have been due to the antenna pattern of the satellite
horn antenna. There’s clearly an improvement in the

Figure 5: 2015, Day 140 Ka-Band C/No Results for
Perseus-M2
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Figure 6: 2015, Day 153 Ka-Band C/No Results for
Perseus-M2

King et al.
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ground station performance and the KSAT station
engineers were clearly applying what they learned from
the earlier passes. Bringing us to the current status, as
of the time just before this writing, we again applied
what we had learned to track another set of 4 satellite
passes. This time the satellite which happen to work
out best was Perseus-M1. The tracking bandwith for
these latest passes was decreased by another 10 dB to
10 kHz. Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate the corresponding
improvement in S/N dynamic range but, once again
note that the peak C/No value remains in the range of
70 to 75 dBHz as predicted by the link budget. So,
clearly in this captured data we are observing the
sidelobe structure of the horn antenna significantly offboresight. The final plot (Figure 8) demonstrates that
with careful adjustment of the ground station, the open
loop tracking method (if we use precise TLEs) works
well and it is possible to get more than 9 minutes of
solid signal without a dropout. This was accomplished
using a parabolic antenna having a gain of nearly 60 dB
and a 0.10° beamwidth. [NOTE: Figure 7 and 8 show
a pair of specific signal interruptions at exactly 7:00:00
UTC and again at 8:30:00 UTC. The spacecraft itself,
in fact, caused these outages.
As a part of a
housekeeping software safety routine the spacecraft
carefully turns off all high power loads once every 15
minutes and then re-connects the applicable selected
high power loads 15 seconds later. Hence the dropout
seen in Figure 8 in the middle of a high signal period
was self-induced.] What we observe from the last plot
is, KSAT was able to obtain a C/No value greater than
53 dBHz for a period of more than nine (9) minutes

and determine the quality of data that can be obtained,
still using an ACS unstabilized spacecraft. In the mean
time, progress continues toward commissioning flight
code appropriate for our 3-axis tracking system.
Magnetometer, Sun Sensor, GPS and Star Tracker data
has now been collected and analyzed. All ACS sensors
are fully functional. Calibration and quantification of
the ACS components continues. This will ultimately be
important to the Ka-Band system for this set of
spacecraft. As of this time, we can only declare a
partial success for the in-orbit Ka-Band transmitters
working with a real gound station but, we’re really just
getting started.
THE PRESENT – THE ADDITION OF DVB-S2
TO THE NEW SPACECRAFT
The development of our Corvus-BC (broad area
coverage) remote sensing mission continues to move
forward. This series of up to 8 spacecraft also will use
the same Ka-Band transmitter but, with one major
improvement. While our original plans called for the
implementation of only Step 1 and Step 12 of the DVBS2 MODCOD list, we have decided to implement all of
the QPSK MODCOD Steps in the Table. This includes
Steps 1 through 12, except for Step 10 (which is an
8PSK mode which happens to overlap performance
with the QPSK part of the constellation). We will
retain the current QPSK modulator in the 2nd Gen
system, as is, including the 25 MHz Nyquist filter. The
application of the DVB-S2 MODCOD FEC coding has
been implemented by the addition of an FPGA loaded
with a commercially available IP Core (actually a

Table 3: MODCOD Steps Available for the 2nd GEN Ka-Band Transmitter
without a signal dropout (except for the self-induced
one). Had we been using a DVB-S2 system we would
have been able, during this entire period of time, to
support a data rate of at least 200 kbps and up to many
Mbps during peak signal times when the C/No was
approaching or above 70 dBHz.

subset of the same). This modified core implements
just the first 12 FEC coding Steps of the DVB-S2 ETSI
standard. The anticipated results for the 2nd Gen system
are as shown in Table 3. While retaining the 10.2 and
37.3 Mbps data rate options we can now support all of
the in-between data rates given in Table 3 as well. This
becomes more important for missions where the use of
ACM mode is contemplated. The efficient use of
mmW frequencies demands adaption of the transmitter

Indeed, the next step in the Perseus-M plan is to initiate
QPSK modulation at moderate data rates (1 to 2 Mbps)
King et al.
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performance to the instant meteorological conditions at
the Earth Station.
Having all spectral rate options
available optimizes the mission throughput, in the end.

Technologies N9010A EXA Signal Analyzer. Using
this equipment all critical link parameters can be
assessed.

At the time of this writing, we have implemented a new
small aluminum module, located on the side of the KaBand TX, which houses an advanced performance
FPGA. The IP Core has been developed, debugged and
loaded onto that FPGA and tests are proceeding to
measure and verify that the expected performance has
been obtained. Figure 9 shows the 2nd Gen Ka-Band
transmitter configuration. The small box to the left
hand side of

Current Performance Test Results
As of this writing, we have successfully demonstrated
the demodulation of all 11 QPSK MODCOD steps
using the full transmitter, operating at 26.800 GHz and
driving the unit to nearly full output. The spectrum
produced under DVB-S2 operation is shown in Figure
10. In this instance, Step 1, QPSK, R = ¼ was under
test. We note that the IM shoulder value observed here
is slightly less than 20 dB.

TX!&!DRO!

!!

QPSK!
Modulator!

DVB8S2!!
Coder!
Horn!Antenna!and!Polarizer!
3!

Figure 9: 2nd Generation Ka-Band TX for CubeSats
Figure 10: Ka-Band Spectrum during Early DVBS2 Testing

the figure shown here is the existing QPSK modulator
while the box on the right hand side is the DVB-S2
FEC coder FPGA and daughter board. The horn and
linear-to-circular polarizer (located behind the horn)
can also be seen in the figure. The total mass of the
transmitter is just under 1.0 Kg and the overall power
required for the combined components is approximately
15 watts when the unit is ON and there is 0 watts
consumed when OFF. An option exists to turn ON the
the transmitters DRO reference oscillator to warm it up
prior to the beginning of a download pass, thus
improving frequency accuracy at the start of the
download event.

Figure 11 shows the test setup of the measurement
equipment during actual testing, also with the
MODCOD set at QPSK, R=1/4.

In order to test the performance of a DVB-S2 system it
is important to utilize a good quality demodulator.
Aquila selected a commercial GEO satellite
demodulator which will allow us to do overall
performance testing including, eventually, ACM mode
feedback tests but, more fundamentally allows
measurements of all critical link parameters such as
current MODCOD setting, Es/No, Eb/No, C/N, C/No,
bit rate, frame rate, frame error rate and many other
highly useful parameters allowing full characterization
of the system. For this purpose we are using, in
combination, a WORK Microwave Model SDD-IPL75-BBO Satellite DVB Demodulator and an Agilent
King et al.

Figure 11: Measurement Equipment During Test
With nominal effort we have been able to verify that all
11 MODCOD steps are performing as would be
anticipated and that all quality factors (e.g. EVM,
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Magnitude Error and Phase Error are in-line with the
expectation for the intermodulation level set by the KaBand SSPA. The results of the tests (made at high
signal levels) are shown in Table 4.

calculate) out to be about 15.5 dB. Hence, the SNR
really is dominated by the system IMR
(intermodulation ratio) and we can never achieve a final
link result better than 15.5 dB for this fundamental
reason. We notice that the EVM value of 16 is in good
agreement with expectation, given this SNR result. Not
reported, the % phase noise was about 2 to 3% and this
too is consistent with SNR=IMR=15 to 16 dB.

Table 4: DVB-S2 MODCOD Steps - Early Test
Results at High SNR Values
!

ModCod! Datarate!(bps)!

BB!fr!
loss!

Cor!LDPC!
Err!

RF!
Es/No(dB)! EVM(%)! SNR(dB)!
input(dBm)!

1!

1/4!

9968759!

0!

0!

I34!

16!

16!

15.5!

2!

1/3!

13348424!

0!

0!

3!

2/5!

16052155!

0!

0!

I34!

16!

16!

15.5!

I34!

15.9!

16!

4!

1/2!

20107754!

0!

15.5!

0!

I34!

16!

16!

5!

3/5!

24163350!

15.5!

0!

0!

I34!

15.3!

16!

6!

2/3!

15.5!

26887110!

0!

0!

I34!

16!

16!

7!

15.5!

3/4!

30246746!

0!

0!

I34!

16!

16!

15.5!

8!

4/5!

32274546!

0!

0!

I34!

16!

16!

15.5!

9!

5/6!

33646440!

0!

0!

I34!

16!

16!

15.5!

11!

8/9!

35919576!

0!

0!

I34!

16!

16!

16!

12!

9/10!

36370200!

0!

0!

I34!

16!

16!

15.5!

The next steps in the 2nd Gen program are to qualify the
newly integrated transmitter after more low level signal
functional testing has been carried out and then, finally,
to test the new version in orbit using an ACS system
with fully function ACS software capable of ground
station target tracking. We are gratified by our progress
and this actually is changing the Smallsat world forever
but, we still have a ways to go.
UDP/IP Inside BB Frames: The Way To Go
As noted above, our approach to the system has been to
implement DVB-S2 in ACM mode, in order to adapt
the space segment to changing link conditions. We use
DVB-S2 in the “BB Frame” mode and our transport
layer is then a sequence of embedded UDP/IP frames.
The implementation of this encapsulation process at the
physical layer was accomplished by adding a second
smaller commercial IP core to the FEC coding FPGA.
This IP core is used for building and encapsulating the
UDP/IP frames within the much larger DVB-S2 BB
frames. As UDP/IP packets are a common and standard
means of transporting data via the Internet, we believe
this will make the transport of the transmitted data
easier to handle than other data formats.

!

Several things should be noted in presenting these
results.
We are using BB frames with further
embedded UDP IP packets inside. And we have the
DVB beacon function ON (which enhances data
synchronization during the long BB frame duration).
The beacon function sync process imposes about a
2.4% overhead burden on the data rate. Hence, one
notices that the data rates actually achieved in Table 4
(and these are measured precisely by the equipment) are
slightly lower than those advertised by the ETSI
standard shown in Table 3. The table 4 rates are the
actual rates which can be achieve with DVB-S2 and at
25 MHz bandwidth (NRO = 0.2).

THE FUTURE OF Ka-BAND FOR CUBESATS

One notes that the SNR (or C/N) achieved for the link
seems a bit poor given the input level to the
demodulator of -34 dBm. In fact, the SNR is really a
combination of three factors:

Certainly, Ka-Band adds mission complexity.
However, very small satellites have graduated from
university and are now being used by many
professional organizations. The engineering problems
being address are real, as are the markets being
addressed. This is very serious business, indeed.
Smallsat companies are attracting significant
investment and the promises being made are quite real.
The reality of small satellites at the moment is that the
design of instruments sourcing the mission data are
outstripping the ability for the satellites to deliver that
data to the ground. Coupled with that is the reality that
there is not very much radio spectrum available to
satellite systems large or small. So, spectrum reuse is a
very important factor. Finally, there isn’t much space
in a CubeSat so, getting more EIRP in a smaller volume
is directly addressed by mmW communications.
Nothing else is as good. Lasers are exciting technology
but, by the time the system accurately points them on
both sides of the link, Ka-Band, V-Band and W-Band

1) The system white noise (thermal noise)
2) The system intermodulation created by
(mostly) the TX SSPA
3) The system interference received from other
sources
𝑆𝑁𝑅!" = 𝑆!" − 𝑘𝑇𝐵!" + 𝐼𝑀𝑅!" + 𝐼!"
Indeed one can determine that the signal-to-thermal
noise level will be very large in this case. And, there is
no real other system interference. However, as we saw
in Figure 10, the Intermodulation Level (IM Shoulders)
are slightly poorer than -20 dBc. Thus the overall link,
in this high signal case is dominated by the
Intermodulation “floor” set by the SSPA. In actual fact
the combination of 1) and 2) above does measure (and
King et al.
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will win the link cost/bit battle up until the time when
very low cost pointing mechanisms (which can achieve
sub-arcsecond pointing accuracies) emerge. This is
some years away. Ka-Band shall have its day. Aquila
Space has developed a technology roadmap for KaBand. While we are not revealing everything here,
there are any number of important upgrades next in line
for Ka-Band hardware for CubeSats. Without ranking
these, we contribute our understanding of the following
needs to the community:

two link directions should be balanced or
unbalanced in terms of data rate.
All of this work must be carried out in the near future in
order to keep up with the demands, which are now
descending quickly upon the small satellite community.
Even now small satellites, including CubeSats are
throughput-limited. Current mission are very clearly
not limited by instrument capability or even by power
budgets or other S/C system resources (e.g. ACS
pointing accuracies).

1) To extend the frequency range over which the
technology operates (to include Ka-Band
frequency band that support: space research,
intersatellite relay, deep space research and
commercial fixed satellite service for small
satellites) it is necessary to adjust the SSPA
hardware in the design to accommodate
several devices each covering a fraction of the
spectrum from 18 GHz to about 36 GHz (one
octave of bandwidth).
The devices are
typically designed to cover about a 4-6 GHz
range of the spectrum. So, likely 3 to 4
different designs will be required.
2) To improve the DC/RF efficiency of the
transmitters and simultaneously to increase
their average power output. To do this there is
a need to use newer technologies such as
advanced GaAs and GaN devices.
This
technology initiative focuses on the power RF
chain and particularly the SSPA.
3) To meet data throughput needs for everadvancing high-speed space flight instruments,
it is necessary to increase the transmitter filter
bandwidth to hundreds of MHz and increase
the data rate by yet another 1 to 1.5 orders of
magnitude (above our 2nd generation unit).
We believe FPGA technology and the new
DVB-S2X standard are up to this challenge.
4) To minimize the impact of 3) on the sizing of
the ground station it then becomes necessary
to increase the gain of the satellite Ka-Band
antenna by 6 to 8 dB (29.5-31.5 dBi absolute)
and improve the pointing accuracy of the
spacecraft to support this antenna beamwidth –
during Earth station target tracking mode.
5) To meet the needs for inter-satellite links it is
necessary to develop a companion receiver.
The receiver can use the local oscillator chain
in common with the transmitter and it may be
possible for the receiver to share the high gain
antenna, if properly designed. While halfduplex modes are always possible, it seems
more likely that a full-duplex mode, in this
case, would be a better solution. Additional
decisions must be made regarding whether the
King et al.

Deep Space Missions Enabled
On page 17 of Ref. [1], a detailed development was
carried out for a Mars mission data link. It
demonstrated, using a stand-alone NanoSat, with no
sat-sat relay at Mars, and employing a Ka-Band
transmitter (while using the DSN 34 m BWG system at
Goldstone for reception) it would be possible to carry
out a mission yielding 2400 bps at a range of 1.25 AU
(or 600 bps at the distance of Mars superior
conjunction). That was written in 2012. It is now
possible, due to advances in GaN technology, to
increase the transmitter power output from 1 watt to 2
watts while, at least, doubling the DC/RF efficiency of
the transmitter. Power input remains constant but,
power output doubles. The consequence of this is that
the data rates and throughput per DSN session also
double. For example, our current Gen-2 transmitter is
only one small development step away from making
such a mission real. The development required is the
GaN SSPA operating in the 32 GHz band at a power
output level of 2 watts or +33 dBm. Such devices as
MMiCs already exist. Lunar missions using the same
technology can support data rates on the order of 1
Mbps using a 20 m Earth Station asset. Ka-Band
enables CubeSats to do Deep Space Mission, assuming
reasonably modest data rate requirements. Other
projects are now well underway that will utilize KaBand and promise deep space links for CubeSats. [4]
Satellite-to-Satellite Relay Missions Are Enabled
On page 18 of Ref. [1], it was determined back in 2012:
using Ka-Band technology similar to that described
here, the link between a LEO carrying a 1U Ka-Band
transmitter and a small TRDSS-like satellite carrying a
1 meter dish supports approximately 1.5 Mbps. This is
yet another way to accomplish a remote sensing
mission where the remote sensing instrument could
continuously image while a Ka-band TX relays data
continuously via a mini-TDRSS. It would enable a
remote sensing mission with more time responsive
requirements.
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Let’s, however, consider a more contemporary mission
model. Based on a recent BAA, [5] we understand the
US government has an interest in a satellite-to-satellite
relay mission involving a balanced link (FORWARD
Link Data Rate = RETURN Link Data Rate), a range
between satellites of 2000 km and it would use a 1 to 3
watt transmitter. We were curious how closely our 2nd
Gen Ka-Band system conformed to the stated
requirements of the BAA. We assume each satellite has
a pointing accuracy of 3°, which is suitable for the
existing Ka-Band transmitter system we have
developed. We also assume the transmitters are moved
to the intersatellite frequency band at 24.55 GHz. This
is also within the range of the current devices employed
by our transmitter. The question then becomes, what is
the data rate supported under this set of conditions? We
note that a small gimbal device may be required to
accomplish the satellite-satellite tracking (on both
sides). Table 5 gives the supporting link budget.

Ka-TX is just under 1 Kg. This hardware largely exists
now. The gimbal that could be required is a separate
matter. We are aware of technology initiatives that are
developing such hardware but, it does not yet exist in a
form suitable for use by CubeSats. We would predict
that with straight-forward increases in antenna gain and
by increasing the bandwidth/symbol (reducing the
spectral efficiency of the link) would allow data rates to
increase to just about 10 Mbps.
THE LAST WORD – USING THE RADIO
SPECTRUM
Spectrum isn’t free. The Smallsat Community is now
in the process of swallowing that bitter pill for the first
time. To put numbers to it; it’s likely that any start-up
venture wanting to get a commercial radio license for
just about any application will find that the regulatory
fees (domestic + international) will be greater than
$500K. And then there will be the legal fees associated
with the filings. That is the bad news. The level of
entry into the satellite data provision game is high.

Table 5: Hypothetical Sat-Sat Relay Link Budget at
24.55 GHz and at Sat-Sat Range of 2000 km
Parameter:
Spacecraft)#1)Transmitter)Power)Output:
Transmitter)Losses:
S/C)#1)Antenna)Gain)(Current)Horn)Antenna):
S/C)EIRP:
Path)Loss)(24.55)GHz,)2000)km):
Polarization)Loss:
Pointing)Loss)(Pointing)Accuracy)=)3°;)Ant.)BW=10.2°):
Other)Misc.)Losses)(Atmosphere,)Ionosphere):))
Isotropic)Signal)Level)at)Spacecraft)#2:
S/C)#2)Antenna)Gain)(Current)Horn)Antenna):
S/C)#2)Antenna)Pointing)Loss)(Same)as)S/C#1):
S/C)#2)Receiver)Losses)(Line)Loss,)Filter)Loss,)Etc.):
S/C)#2)Receiver)Effective)Noise)Temperature:
S/C)#2)G/T:
S/C)#2)C/No:
Nyquist)Channel)Bandwidth)(0.2)Roll=Off):
DVB=S2)MODCOD)Level)Supported:
Required)C/No)to)Support)MODCOD:))
Margin)at)this)MODCOD)Step:))
Margin)Above)DVB=S2)Threshold:))
Symbol)Rate)Supported)by)Nyquist)Filter:
Spectral)Efficiency:
Data)Rate)Supported:

Value:
30.0
=1.0
23.5
52.5
=186.3
=0.5
=1.0
=0.1
=135.4
23.5
=1.0
=0.25
250
=1.7
61.47
2.0
QPSK
60.98
0.49
4.61
1,670,000
0.6565
1,096,355

The good new is, by using Ka-Band (and to be fair, any
high microwave frequency band above C-Band) the
frequency re-use factor is high. This largely means that
it will be possible to coordinate many, many satellite
users at Ka-Band where the receiver antennas on the
ground have beamwidths well under 1.0°. Even the
spacecraft beamwidths are small (10° or under) at KaBand, while the beamwidths used at X-Band for
CubeSats are likely to be 4X larger in terms of square
degrees projected on the Earth’s surface. Given that
there are 1641 square degrees on the sky from any
ground station location, it is likely that at least 400
satellites could share (co-channel) even with no beam
discrimination taking place at the satellite. This
assumes the ground station has a beamwidth of 1°.
Hence, frequency re-use at Ka-Band [in this case we
refer to the EESS (Earth Exploration Satellite Service)
band at 25.5 to 27.0 GHz] will be high for high speed
space-based systems and the coordination process
should be minimal or at least straight-forward. It could
also be noted that should an interference event occur,
the duration of the interference should be exceptionally
short.

Unit:
dBm
dB
dBiC
dBm
dB
dB
dB
dB
dBm
dBiC
dB
dB
K
dB/K
dBHz
MHz
R)=)1/3
dBHz
dB
dB
sps
bits/sps
bps

Our assumption is that the gimbal + platform RSS
pointing errors for each spacecraft sum to less than 3°,
while the antenna beamwidth on both sides of the link
is 10.2°. This situation results in a one-sided pointing
loss of just about -1 dB. If we assume symmetric losses
at both spacecraft, then the overall pointing loss for
such a cross-link is about -2 dB for a one-way link.
Our conclusion again is that we can support
approximately 1 Mbps between two CubeSats at a
range of at least 2000 km. The result seems quite
useful to us. The hardware required to do this has a
volume of 1U per spacecraft and likely about 15 watts
of power when the cross-link is on. The mass of each
King et al.

The EESS band mentioned has a bandwidth available of
1.5 GHz. At the current moment, at least for small
satellites, no one satellite is likely to use the entire band
while transmitting its data. As stated numerous times in
this paper, our first and second generation systems use
only 25 MHz of bandwidth. While this topic must be
(or has been already been) referred to the correct ITU-R
working group, there is the implication of the need for
an EESS band plan for this major sub-band within Ka11
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Band. While we are currently operating our systems on
experimental licenses, this will change soon. We yield
to any band planning that has been done by ITU
working groups, however, informally, we would like to
suggest the following concept for a band plan for the
EESS. See Figure 12.

Broadband(Satellite(Emitters((>300(MHz)
1000#MHz
25.500#GHz

two Perseus-M spacecraft. Our special thanks to: StigAre Thrana, Amund Nylund, Rune Kastnes, Stig E.
Kræmer, and Ole-Kristian Bendiksen (all of KSAT) for
the many hours spent in meetings and then planning for
the operations which have now taken place at Svalbard
(with the control of the dish actually happening all the
way back at Tromso). We look forward to working
with our colleagues on more operational missions in the
near future. We note that only a very skilled set of
operators could have pulled off traking a LEO in
“program track” mode with only NORAD TLEs and
TX center frequency as inputs. Thanks guys!

Medium(BW(Satellite( Narrowband(
Emitters((100(to(300( Sat.(Emitters(
MHz)
(<100(MHz)

300#MHz
26.500#GHz

200#MHz
26.800#GHz

27.000#GHz
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Figure 12: Proposed EESS Band Plan Considering
Classes of Users (by Occupancy Bandwidth)
This must be discussed among planned users in more
detail. We anticipate the user requirements will sort
themselves out by data rate requirements, which
roughly translates to bandwidth utilization. Given
spacecraft power limitations this could end up
translating to a certain level of power flux density on
the Earth based on bandwidth occupied. However, in
principle, satellite antenna gains could vary
considerably between large and small satellites. This
difference though, is mitigated by the need to point the
antenna at a moving Earth station. Hence, we argue
the satellite downlink beamwidths for EESS users will
likely remain in the 5° to 10° class. We, thus, argue
that the three sub-bands roughly sort themselves out as
three classes of emitters with different flux density
characteristics. This likely helps regulators most during
a coordination process. Having said all of this, the first
defense in coordination of two EESS systems at KaBand still should be beam isolation and reuse, not
isolation via different frequency assignments. In any
case, regulators tend to like emitters, having similar
PFDs sharing the same sub-band. Our proposal here
could accomplish this. This is our “two cents worth” on
this topic – one we notice is often ignored or discounted
by the small satellite commuity.
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